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As Gateway Pundit readers know, food processing plants across the

United States have been targeted repeatedly over the last two years.
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Just this past weekend, there was a massive fire at an egg farm in

Connecticut.

The Gateway Pundit recently reported on the questionable chicken feed

that is causing chickens to lay less eggs.

Tractor Supply Chicken Feed Reportedly Causing Egglaying to Stop,

Board has Ties to WEF, Jeffrey Epstein

Online claims have emerged, corroborated by others, that the popular

“Producer’s Pride” chicken feed sold by the Tractor Supply chain has been

recently altered and that its new formulation is causing chickens to stop

laying eggs

This news comes as chicken and egg prices reach historic highs, caused

in part by Avian Flu, but also as rampant inflation under the Biden

regime causing prices to erratically jump among suppliers and

subsequently among common consumer products. Egg prices have gone

from $1.71 per dozen 18 months ago to an average over $7 per dozen

today.

What is going on here? Tucker Carlson examined the issue in his opening

monologue on Monday night.

From FOX News:

Last spring, in March, at a press conference in Brussels, Joe Biden explained

that the sanctions he was imposing against Russia, while morally

necessary, were also going to cause food shortages around the world,

including here in the United States. “It’s going to be real,” he said.
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Now, Biden said this in a very odd way. There was no hint or panic,

emotions you’d expect from a leader predicting the deaths of human

beings from starvation. None of that. Instead, there was pure, nonchalant

casualness. Biden could have been describing the weather or a trip to the

dry cleaners. “It’s going to be real.”

Then Biden continued, recounting a conversation he had with European

allies. He told us all about it. When he met with the group, Biden said, they

spoke about “how we could increase and disseminate more rapidly food

shortages.” That’s what Joe Biden said verbatim. It’s on tape…

We can’t know what Joe Biden was thinking, if anything, when he uttered

those words in Brussels. We can only tell you what happened afterward.

Strange disasters began to beset food processors all over the United

States. In April, the next month, the headquarters of one of this country’s

largest organic food distributors was destroyed in a fire. Cause unknown.

The next month, in a single week, actually, two separate private plane

crashes took out two separate food processing centers. One plane hit a

General Mills plant in Georgia. The other plane hit a food plant in Idaho. By

the way, back in February, a boiler explosion obliterated a potato

processing plant in Oregon and so on.

So even people who aren’t given to connecting the dots, who don’t think of

themselves as conspiracy nuts, begin to wonder, “Is there something

here?” But no one could tell. The Biden administration had no answers and

no way to get to the answers because they had no data.

Watch the video below:
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If you ask any questions about this, all of the usual suspects in media will

call you a conspiracy theorist, rather than trying to answer the questions.

Why is this happening?
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The Gateway Pundit is moving back to Disqus! All of your

account information and comment history has been saved and

will be uploaded as quickly as possible to Disqus. If you do not

already have a Disqus account, you will need to create one.

Please use the same email address that you used for Insticator

for your comment history to be carried over. We greatly

appreciate your patience and continued support!
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